In this paper we describe our system for automatically extracting \correct" programs from proofs using a development of the Curry-Howard process.
Introduction
The well known Curry-Howard isomorphism (see e.g. 7] or Crossley and Shepherdson 4]), produces a term of a lambda calculus from a (constructive) proof of a formula. This can be used to give a program which computes the constructive content of the formula. Thus, in arithmetic a constructive proof of a formula of the form 8x9y (x; y) (where (x; y) is quanti er free) yields an algorithm for computing a function f such that (n; f(n)) holds for every natural number n. (n is the numeral for n.)
In this paper we present an extension of the Curry-Howard isomorphism to a rst order, many-sorted, predicate calculus which also allows the use of previously programmed functions (and predicates) . The extension to a many-sorted calculus allows us to extract programs over di erent sorts. This has previously been done successfully in various higher order systems. Our approach avoids the use of higher order logic. However, it is well known that the programs extracted from full proofs in formal logic are immensely long both in size and in running time. We therefore introduce a number of novel features into our system. These are designed to mirror, as far as possible, normal mathematical practice. Besides the formal logical theory we also have a computational type theory. This computational theory is used to admit the use of pre-programmed functions and predicates. Moreover, we are able to retain a modularity between the computational type theory and the logical type theory of the Curry-Howard isomorphism. These notions allow us to 1. (easily axiomatize and) use pre-programmed functions in our proofs, 2. investigate and describe constructive proof \idioms" (analogous to programming \idioms" or \pat-terns"), and 3. de ne a protocol between programs and logic. We have built a software system, written in ML and currently called proofEd, as an implementation of our system. It has a L A T E Xoutput feature, so that we can easily include proofs written in proofEd in a document such as the present paper. Throughout, proofEd code will be represented with the symbol, k, at the left, for example: k 8x9y (x; y)
We demonstrate the system by using a constructive proof that every even parity graph contains a cycle and extracting a program that computes such a cycle from a given graph.
There have been a number of systems exploiting the Curry-Howard notion of formulae-as-types. In particular we mention: Hayashi's system PX 5] , the implementation of Martin-L of's type theory 11], and Constable's NuPRL 2, 3] . The rst two of these use logics which are not familiar to non-logicians and the last uses its own hybrid system of logic and type theory. Our aim has always been to make the logic as close as possible to standard usage. In 4] a system of natural deduction in a very standard format is used. This system is brie y recapitulated in section 2. We build on this system. However, unlike traditional systems of mathematical logic this is a dynamic system in the sense that new axioms (or rules for induction) are constantly being added to it and in practice proofs are simpli ed during their construction. We work in proofEd in the same way as mathematicians: constantly introducing new functions and reusing previously proved theorems, or as computer scientists: constantly reusing (reliable) code.
The Logical Type Theory (LTT)
We present a logical type theory (LTT) of many-sorted intuitionistic logic. The types are many-sorted intuitionistic formulae and the terms (\Curry-Howard" terms) are essentially terms in an extended typed lambda calculus which represent proofs. Reduction of Curry-Howard terms corresponds to proof normalization. LTT is modular and extensional with respect to the operational meaning of its function terms. However the function terms may be programmed in a computational type theory. In this case we may introduce axioms for them in LTT. These function terms can be de ned in whatever way we wish, as long as they satisfy the axioms of the LTT. However the user is required to guarantee that these programs are \correct". 1 Thus we retain a distinction between extensional meaning (given by the axioms they must satisfy) and intensional meaning (how they are coded in the computational type theory).
Each term t 2 T has an associated sort 2 s { we denote this relationship in the usual fashion, by t : s.
In constructing terms we shall always assume that the sort of the constructed term is appropriate. The terms are formed using , application , pairing ( ; ), the projections 1 and 2 , (as usual we have the reduction rule: i (x 1 ; x 2 ) = x i for i = 1; 2) and two operations select and case which have reduction rules given in Albrecht and Crossley 1] . Fig. 1 gives the natural deduction rules and the Curry-Howard terms. We make the convention that all undischarged hypotheses or assumptions are collected and listed to the left of the`sign although we shall usually not display them.
New induction rules
Adding a sort s with constructors often gives rise to a structural induction rule in the usual manner. 4 This may introduce a new Curry-Howard term operation rec s with the usual xed point semantics, and an obvious set of reduction rules. For example in Fig. 2 we give the signature, axioms, induction rule and de nition of rec N for the sort of natural numbers N.
An important sort for representing graphs is the parameterized list, List ( ), the list of objects of sort . The constructors of List ( ) are: 1. , the empty list in List ( ) 2. con : List ( ) ! List ( ). We abbreviate the term con( )(t; l) by hti :: l. We also use ht 0 ; t 1 ; :::::; t n i as an abbreviation for the term con (t 0 ; con (t 1 ; con (:::con (t n ; )))):
N is a sort, representing the natural numbers. Lists have the following induction rule for each sort . Let l be a variable of sort List ( ) and a a variable of sort .
This gives rise to a recursion operator rec List with the obvious operational meaning: rec List AB A rec List h :: tAB Bh(rec List tAB)
New predicates and functions
An important constructive proof idiom is that of predicate de nition. In ordinary mathematics, we often abbreviate a formula by a predicate. This is a useful way of encapsulating information, aids readability and helps us to identify and to use common \proof patterns".
In proofEd, we introduce a predicate abbreviation for a formula F (with zero or more occurrences of the variable x) by:
Note that we do not allow predicates over predicates.
We introduce a new function letter f of type F and the following structural meta-rule (\Template") for any Curry-Howard term q(x) where x is a Curry-Howard term of type P:
That is, if we have formula Q which is dependent on the formula P, then we may substitute the formula F for P in Q. The converse is also a rule. Of course in doing this we must avoid all clashes of variable.
Template is a means of abstracting a proof over a \formula variable". De ning it as a structural rule is a means of avoiding higher order quanti cation of formula variables (as in Huet, Kahn and PaulinMohring 8]) { although this could be achieved by creating a new sort (logical formulae) with a universe hierarchy (as in Martin-L of 10]).
The Computational Type Theory (CTT)
Our computational type theory is the programming language ML, although it might just as easily be LISP or C++. Any language L for which there is a mapping from terms of Church's simple typed lambda calculus with parameterized types into L will work.
We de ne an extraction mapping from Curry-Howard terms in the LTT to terms of ML. Each sort is mapped to a corresponding ML type. For any sort 5 s, we assume that all the f 2 F s are mapped to programs for functions which satisfy the appropriate axioms Ax s .
For instance, consider the sort of natural numbers. We assume that the ML program corresponding to + satis es the axioms given in Fig. 2 for the addition function. The prede ned ML function for addition will su ce, with the sort N being mapped to the ML type Int. 
f is the \Skolem" function. From the perspective of the associated Curry-Howard terms, it means that if we have a proof t of 8x9y (x; y), then (the universal closure of) (x; f (y)) can be treated as an axiom, with f a constant identi ed in the CTT with (t). f is a unique function constant. In the CTT, f is a constant representing (t). For example, suppose we have a proof that for all x there is a y greater than x such that y is prime: t 8x9y(P rime(y)^y>x)
By Skolemization, we have the Harrop formula
and we know that f is a unique function representing (t) in the CTT. f and its associated Harrop formula can be used in future proofs in exactly the same way as any other function constant and its Harrop axioms (for example, just like + and the axioms for addition).
For each such function with a program in CTT we also have a reduction rule f(n) f(n) which simply implements the program for f.
A related proof idiom is Function de nition. This involves both the LTT and the CTT.
For instance, the function length : List ( ) ! N is given by the following axioms k length ( ) = 0 k length (hai :: l) = 1 + length (l)
These axioms de ne a total function length in the LTT.
We are required to specify a corresponding program in the CTT. We associate the irre exive CTT operation of computing with the re exive LTT equality =. The axiomatization is a (total) recursive de nition, that can be automatically translated into the following ML code in the CTT:
Note that, in larger proofs when we are anxious to reduce the size of the term (program), we may choose to implement the associated program in a manner di erent from that suggested by the axiomatization. This is an important feature of our approach { intensionally distinct programs in the CTT correspond to extensionally interchangeable functions in the LTT. Of course, the programs extracted from our system are only as correct with respect to the axiomatization as these de ned programs are. As noted above, axiomatizations of functions in the LTT and their associated computational de nitions in the CTT are separate. In many constructive proofs, functions are not proved and extracted: instead, a total function is de ned by an axiomatization. 4 Representing graphs in the formal system
We consider a standard axiomatization of the theory of graphs, G, in terms of vertices and edges. The 3. Each member of the list is a repetition-free list of numbers. 8 These properties are expressible in our formal system for G with the aid of certain extra function symbols, which we now de ne. Note that each function is provably total in the formal system.
Here is the list of required functions in F List and the associated axioms. All formulae are considered to be universally closed. We note that appropriate ML de nitions can be generated automatically as in the previous section.
1. A binary function member N of two arguments: a natural number, n, and a list. 9 The function computes the nth member of the list. Since all functions are total we will need to use a \default value" 10 for cases where n is larger than the length of the list or where n = 0. k S( ) = k S(hai :: l) = ha + 1i :: S(l) 3 . Position function, listpos. listpos(n; l) gives a list of all the positions the number n takes in the list l. If the list l does not contain n then the empty list is returned. We take the head position as 0, so position k corresponds to the k + 1 st member of the list.
k listpos(n; ) = k listpos(n; hai :: l) = h0i :: S(listpos(n; l) if n = a k listpos(n; hai :: l) = S(listpos(n; l) if n 6 = a 4 . Initial segment of a list, initlist. initlist(k; l) computes the list consisting of the rst k + 1 elements of the list l, if k + 1 > length(l) then the list l is returned.
k initlist(k; ) = k initlist(0; hai :: l) = hai k initlist(k + 1; hai :: l) = hai :: initlist(k; l) 5 . Tail segment of a list. We de ne a function tail(l; n) that has a list l (of natural numbers) and a number n as arguments and computes the list obtained by deleting the rst n members of l.
k tail( ; n) = k tail(l; 0) = l k tail(hai :: l; n + 1) = tail(l; n)
Cycles in even parity graphs
Once all the functions above are de ned in proofEd, we can set a predicate graph(l) to mean that a list l of sort List(List(N)) represents a graph. 11 The formula graph(l) is where ? is the \monus" function. 12 Then l is a list describing an even parity graph if evenpar(l):
k set evenpar(l) graph(l)k 8i(1 i length(l) ! par(member(i; l)) = 1)
To motivate our method for cycle detection look again at the list l corresponding to the graph with the given adjacency matrix above, hh1; 2; 3i; h2; 1; 3i; h3; 1; 2i; h4ii: Note that the same graph is represented by taking the rst member as h1; 3; 2i;the order of the numbers in the tail of each of the elements in the list l is not important. Now to locate a cycle we start by locating the rst element in l that is a list of length > 1: This is h1; 2; 3i so we begin tracing a path with vertex 1 and since the rst vertex mentioned in this list after 1 is vertex 2 we choose the edge from 1 to 2: Now scan the (tail of) the list h2; 1; 3i in l corresponding to vertex 2 for the rst vertex not equal to 1 (we do not leave 2 by the same edge we arrived), this gives vertex 3 and so we now scan the (tail of) list h3; 1; 2i for the rst vertex not equal to The rst occurrence of a repeated vertex yields a cycle represented by the sublist of the vertices between the repeated vertices, in this case h1; 2; 3; 1i. Note that the desired sublist does not necessarily begin at the vertex we start from, although in this case it does happen that way. To carry this construction over to the formal system we need a function that searches a list for the rst element not equal to a given number.The function spotadi is de ned so that spotadi (l; m) gives the rst element in the list l that is not equal to m; if there is no such element then the default value, 0, is returned. It is given by axioms:
k spotadi ( ; m) = 0 k a 6 = m ! spotadi (hai :: l; m) = a k a = m ! spotadi (hai :: l; m) = spotadi (l; m)
As usual it may be programmed independently in the CTT { by our convention we are simply required to guarantee that it satis es the axioms.
To start the construction we also need a function that takes as its argument a list, l; of lists of numbers and returns the head of the rst list in l that has length greater than 1. If there is no list in l with length > 1 then the default 0 is returned.
k start( ) = 0 k length(a) > 1 ! start(hai :: l) = member(1; a) k length(a) 1 ! start(hai :: l) = start(l)
As usual, the function symbol start corresponds to a program in the CTT which satis es the axioms. Finally, the function gen that generates a list of adjacent vertices from the list l specifying the graph can now be de ned. gen(l; n) gives the vertex for the n th stage of construction. It has the following axioms k gen(l; 0) = start(l) k gen(l; 1) = member N (2; member List(N) (start(l); l) k gen(l; n + 2) = spotadi (tail(member List(N) (gen(l; n + 1); l)); 1); gen(l; n))
If l is a list corresponding to an even-parity graph then the function gen(l; m) is either identically zero (in the case that l has no edges) or the function is never zero and gen(l; m) and gen(l; m+1) are adjacent vertices for every m:
We need to make sure that we have a term in our language to represent a list of the form hgen(l; 0); gen(l; 1); : : :; gen(l; k)i for any k; l. Actually it is easier to de ne a function that computes the reverse of this list. We de ne a new function genlist(l; k) where l is a term of sort List(List(N)); and k is a term of sort N: The function has values of sort List(N) k genlist(l; 0) = hgen(l; 0)i k genlist(l; k + 1) = hgen(l; k + 1)i :: genlist(l; k) So genlist(l; k) corresponds to hgen(l; k); :::gen(l; 0)i: 6 The Proof { level 1
In proofEd, just as in mathematics practised by mathematicians, we can examine a proof at various levels of \granularity". In this section we examine the topmost level, where the required theorem is proved using several lemmas.
If c is a list of numbers then cycle is a predicate de ned in proofEd: k set cycle(c; l) member(1; c) = member(length(c); c)k repfree(tail(c; 1))^walk(l; c)
The Main Theorem we want to prove is k 8l (evenpar(l)^start(l) 6 = 0 ! 9c(cycle(c; l))) This says that if l represents a graph which does not consist entirely of isolated vertices, then l contains a (non-trivial) cycle. We let the predicate genlistGivesWalk(l) stand for the statement that the function genlist generates walks in the graph l; from these walks we wish to extract a cycle:
This can be proved by observing that a cycle in a graph(represented by a list l) can be represented by a list c such that (i) each pair of successive members de nes an edge of the graph (corresponding to l), (ii) the rst and last entries of the list c are the same and (iii) these are the only repeated vertices in c. However, note that genlistGivesWalk(l) is represented by a Harrop formula { it has no constructive content. Because it is Harrop it does not contribute to the computation and nor does its proof. It therefore does not matter whether we establish this constructively or even classically. We can just take it as a new (computational-content-free) axiom. The proof of the Main Theorem relies on the lemma following which states that it is provable that any list of numbers is either repetition free or the list contains an element (say a) such that for some tail segment of the list the element a occurs exactly twice in the segment and no other element occurs more than once in this tail segment.
where ListHasUniqueEltOccursTwiceInTail (l) is a predicate de ned by: k set ListHasUniqueEltOccursTwiceInTail (l) k 9a 9k 9m (listpos(a; tail(l; k)) = h0; mi^repfree(tail(l; k + 1)))
This Main Lemma is proved in Appendix A. The constructive proof of this lemma is the key to cycle extraction. Note that the proof of the lemma involves understanding what the predicate ListHasUniqueEltOccursTwiceInTail stands for. However, once we have proved the lemma, the de nition of this predicate can be \encapsu-lated" and not looked at again. We do not need to look at the de nition now to prove the theorem. The ML program extracted for the lemma is displayed in Fig.3 where KSC158 and Cgr20 are programs corresponding to other lemmas used in the proof of the lemma { see Appendix C for a full listing of their programs. 
| inr(g) -> ((let fun84 X219 = (select X219 (let fun85 b = let fun86 X241 = inr((b,(select X241 (let fun87 c = let fun88 X242 = ((s c ),((pi1 X242), let fun89 x = ( (pi2 X242) x) in fun89)) in fun88 in fun87)))) in fun86 in fun85)) in fun84) g) end in fun83 in fun82 in fun81 h t (fun80 t) end in fun80 ;; We can also obtain (2) k start(l) 6 = 0^evenpar(l); k ListHasUniqueEltOccursTwiceInTail (gen(l; length(l) + 1))`9c (cycle(c; l)) (1) and (2) give our theorem.
1. For the proof of (2) the witness for c is the initial segment of the list tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k)
consisting of elements in positions 0 to m inclusive { so c will be instantiated to the term initlist(m; tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k)):
To establish (2) we use the true Harrop formula (3) (see next comment):
k 8l 8k 8a 8m k ((start(l) 6 = 0^evenpar(l))k (listpos(a; tail(genlist(l; length(l)+ 1); k) = h0; mik repfree(tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k + 1)))) ! k cycle(initlist(m; tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k)); l)) From this we form the deduction k start(l) 6 = 0^evenpar(l)) ! k (listpos(a; tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k) = h0; mik repfree(tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k + 1)))) k`cycle(initlist(m; tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k)); l) 9-introduction gives: k start(l) 6 = 0^evenpar(l)) ! k (listpos(a; tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k) = k h0; mi^repfree(tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k + 1)))) k`9c (cycle(c; l)) Application of 9-elimination (3 times) nally gives k start(l) 6 = 0^evenpar(l)k 9a 9k 9m ((listpos(a; tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k))h0; mi k^repfree(tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k + 1))))`9c cycle(c; l)
By our de nition of ListHasUniqueEltOccursTwiceInTail (l), this is equivalent to (2). 2. We could give a formal proof of the formula (3), but since it is Harrop it has no computational content. Again, since it is true (in the intended model) we can take it as a new axiom.
3. In establishing (2) above it may look as if we are cheating and simply stating that the list for the cycle is initlist(m; tail(genlist(l; length(l) + 1); k)). In fact the computational content of this is all in the proof of the Main Lemma. This proof yields an algorithm which, given a list, extracts a sublist with the property that the rst and last elements are equal, and that there are no other repetitions in the sublist. We are applying this algorithm to a particular list generated from the graph list l via genlist. We \trust" genlist to generate a walk from list l and then apply our constructive proof of the Main Lemma to this generated list.
4. Suppose we were to use 8-elimination with t on the theorem for the graph we wish to use. Then (provided we are in fact dealing with a term t which represents a non-trivial even parity graph), we could add the Harrop axiom evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0 to obtain a proof of 9c(cycle(c; t)). This proof will normalize to give a term for c which represents the cycle. Of course if we add a Harrop axiom evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0 which happens to be false, then the term obtained for c will probably not represent a cycle. 5. The nal program uses the program Cgr21 for the Main Lemma (see Fig.3 ) and is as follows: let main = let fun96 l X = begin match ((Cgr21 (genlist l (s (length l ) )) )) with inl(g) -> ] | inr(g) -> ((let fun97 X40 = (select (X40) (let fun98 b = let fun99 X43 = (select (X43) (let fun100 c = let fun101 X44 = (app ((pi1 X44)) (let fun102 y = (initlist (y+1) (tail (genlist l ((length l )+1 )) c)) in fun102)) in fun101 in fun100)) in fun99 in fun98)) in fun97)g) end in fun96 ;;
Note that this function takes an input l for the graph we want to use and also an input X. X should stand for a term mapped by from a proof that evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0. However, that statement is Harrop, so X can be anything (because it is not used in the computation). This is somewhat unsatisfactory, although not unexpected: it follows from comment 4. So main is correct modulo whether evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0 is true or not.
If we go on to prove evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0 _ :(evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0) then we can extract a program to determine if evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0 is true or not, and then use this to extract a program de ned for all graphs that calls main only if evenpar(t)^start(t) 6 = 0 is true, and returns some \error" value if not. As a further re nement it is also possible to create a new \predicate subtype" (see Rushby, Owre and Shankar 13]) T graph of graphs, such that t : T , evenpar(t)^start(t), and alter the map so that main is de ned only for t : T.
Demonstration results
Finally we present some practical results. Here is the result for the graph with four vertices in section 4. Next we consider an even parity graph with vertices 1; : : : ; 6 and extract a cycle in it. 
